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Paula Ribeau finds new home
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After a week of uncertainty, the
University's Hockey program will be
around for the 2009-10 school year.
One week away from celebrating the
25th anniversary of the 1984 national
championship, it seemed quite feasible
there would never be a 26th anniversary. All that changed at around 2 p.m.
yesterday afternoon.
" I wanted to let you know we will field
all 18 of our sport's teams for the 200910 school year," University Athletic
Director Greg Christopher said in an
e-mail to the University.
In the letter, Christopher said that
while there will be budget cuts that will
greatly affect athletic programs, no athletic program would be cut completely.
Rumors of cutting the hockey program turned into much more of a reality last Wednesday when the Bowling
Green Sentinel-Tribune wrote about
the programs possible demise.
University President Carol Cartwright
said she had no idea how the rumors
picked up so much momentum so
quickly.
It was a similar situation for the current Falcon players who were on spring
break when the story started to break.
"IkindofwokeuptoitlastWednesday,"
said Falcon Hockey's leading scorer Dan
Sexton, i got a phone call, it just spread
so fast it was everywhere."
The hardest pan for the players was
not knowing the status of the program
and not getting any direct information until they returned to campus on
Monday.
Team Captain Kyle Page was in town
when the news broke and found out
about the programs possible demise
while walking down the street.
"I ran into people, local people, who
knew more about it than I did." "lid
Page.
When the players did return to campus Monday, Head Hockey Coach
Scott Paluch hosted a team meeting to
answer questions about the news and
to start preparing for the next season.
Paluch said the team was pretty upbeat
after the meeting and was ready to move
on towards the 2009-10 season.
Future budget cuts will affect
University' academics as well as athletics, Cartwright said.
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Falcon hoops
honored
Both Coach Miller

Women's Basketball
Coaches Association

iers weight loads investigated
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By Kata Snydar
Assistant Campus Editor

If you could cut anything to save money
for the University, what
would it be?
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QUESTIOMSiWood County Commissioneis Tim Brown and Alvw Pc-rlms ansvw: questions during the end ol the State o( the County address yesteiday. The thiee commissioneis said they planned an extensive peiiod o( time foi questions in wdei to make sure resident's concerns were addressed

Despite recession Commissioners hopeful
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With grim forecasts dominating
the country'seconomy, the Wood
County Board of Commissioners
focused on the positives that still
exist for Bowling Green and the
surrounding communities dur-

ing the State of Wood County
Address yesterday morning.
Commissioners Jim Carter,
Tim Brown and Alvie Perkins
spent an hour inside the packed
Wood County District library
updating citizens on plans for
both the present and the future
of the county's economic plans.

"We expect 2009 to be pretty
difficult," Carter said. "Bui there
are bright spots that give us hope
for the futureof Wood County.''
One of the biggest projects
set to begin within the next few
months will be the construction
See ADDRESS I Page 2

"I have a friend in the
military and thought

Soldiers consistently carrying
heavy loads could increase stress
on their joints and muscles, causing health problems and early
retirement.
Brian Campbell, an assistant
professor in Kinesiology, hopes to
change that.
Routinely, military personnel
carp, up to 150 pounds or more
on their back.
"That'salteting the way you move
iind subsequently forcing indMdu,ils iiiin rctircmcnl earliei than they
should be," Campbell said.
Campbell recently started
research looking into improving how soldiers carry loads.
He worked out an experiment
to see how people move under
differently positioned weights.
Campbell's goal is to learn if there
was a better way to distribute
weight loads so soldiers can stay
healthier longer.
"What I'm hoping is that we
find that redistributing the load
increases the longevity of their
work." Campbell said.
Motion sensors were attached

this [project] would
be close to me."
Aaron Misiak | Researcher

to 72 volunteers' joints, allowing Campbell and senior .Aaron
Misiak to feed into a computer
how the volunteers' joints and
muscles moved while carrying
different weights on their backs
and torsos.
Misiak helped collect volunteers for the research and interpret the data afterwards.
Misiak is a physical therapy
major and has known Campbell
for a couple of years, and when
Campbell shared this research
idea, Misiak jumpedat the chance
to participate.
"I have a friend in the military
and thought this Iprojectl would
be close to me," Misiak said.
On the computer, Campbell
and Misiak replicated a stick figSee SOLDIERS | Page 2
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BLOTTER
MONDAY, MARCH
16
10:30 AM.
Complainant reported sometime in
the last two weeks, an unknown subject used a black permanent marker
to damage some of the property on
6th Street, including the back door,
the wall above the mailboxes and
the lid to the dryer.

2:05 P.M.
Shawn Crowe. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for willful disregard
of public property after recklessly
driving on Gypsy Lane and Main
Street.

7:01 P.M.
Complainant reported his apartment on East Napoleon Road had
the door kicked in and hts Sony
Playstation was stolen.

11:40 P.M.
Katy Mcatee. 20. of Slyvama. Ohio,
was cited for prohibited acts after
using someone else's identification
to enter Uptown/Downtown.

11:57 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subjects took two city trash bins valued at S70 each from an apartment
complex on South College Drive.

RIBEAU
From Page 1

Vjl Have you seen this same
energy at Howard? Is there more
excitement?
A! Oh yes, on campus the
energy is buzzing. In the district, the energy is somewhat
dwindling, but on campus it
is almost building. This is still
sort of fascinating to me, but
all of these alumni are coming
out and coming back and it is
just clear what Howard meant
to them and what it will mean
in the future. At this university, no matter who you talk to,
there was love for the university
and I think that came from the
mission of the school and the
mission of service and opportunity. That means a lot to those
involved in Howard weather
it is 1890, 1930 or 2008. The
thankfulness of this university
and for this institution is truly
wonderful. The history is alive
and well here and is still sacred
and unique.
\£l You have had a lot of
opportunities and experiences
there, you recendy got to meet
Michele Obama, how was that?

SOLDIERS
From Page 1

TUESDAY, MARCH
17
12:29 A.M.
Janet Smith. 57. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for domestic violence
after attacking a victim, ripping his
clothing and striking him in the eye
and mouth with her fists.

*

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for the
(omplete blotter list

ure based on the numbers from
the motion sensors.
"We know within a milimeter of accuracy how each joint
is moving in a space of three
dimensions," Campbell said.
This research is the first
Campbell has done on the
movement of soldiers, but his
graduate training was aimed
at developing ways to improve
the movement of children with
cerebal palsy.
"We would know how their

HOCKEY

Much.
"It's clear that, and it didn't take
anything like this for me to be aware,
of the support our program has,"

Much said.
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THE RED CROSS TIP OF
THE DAY IS IH
CELEBRATI0H OF RED
CROSS AWAREHESS
MONTH.

didn't know if she was going to
come or if she was not going to
be able to and it was just a wonderful opportunity. She visited
the campus on February 11th.
One of her interests is balancing
family and community and she
was going to come to a 120 minute piano workshop and before
we knew it, there were four of us
back stage greeting her.
She was just the most beautiful, gracious, profound and
intelligent woman 1 have ever
met. There is something truly
different and special about her
and she is just so down-to-earth.
I made a comment when I saw
her, I said, "I'm sorry 1 could not
welcome you like I should have,
I am new here too," and she just
laughed and said "We've got to
go to lunch." 1 would really love
that because 1 hope to speak
with her about developing a
community relationship and I
would love to work with public
schools and 1 know it is something she may be interested in so
I would love to have dial conversation about making that work.
I realize I can't make that difference by myself but two heads
are better than one and if we
have the same vision we could
grab a hold of K-12 schools and
really work on this.
body was moving...and suggest
changes," he said.
Research into how soldiers
move has been looked at before,
though.
loseph Knapik, the directorate of epidemiology and disease
surveillance of the U.S. Army
Center for Health Promotion
and Preventive Medicine wrote
a paper outlining the broad
research of soldiers carrying
heavy loads.
Knapik oudined how loads
were most often canned closest to the body's center of gravity, despite that heavier loads
increased stress on lower legs.

\^« Do you miss Bowling
Green?
Al Oh my gosh, 1 think
about BG and 1 want know
what is going on and I want to
know what everyone is doing,
not just because it is my Alma
Mater and I spent so much
time falling in love with the city,
but because it is truly a special place. And we know it is
in good hands and that helps
and we don't want to go back
and step on any toes, but it is
a place that just holds such a
place in our hearts. We are terribly missing the facility and
staff and students and Sidney
loves it. He will never forget one
of the greatest institutions he
has been at.
We came back during
Christmas time and walked
around the campus and the city
and just sort of quietly visited.
There were tears in his eyes and
mine. It is not just the facilities,
but it is the people. That part
that is the most difficult is leaving the people and the spirit of
the place. You can't put it into
words. We will get back there
and we want to, but it is just so
emotional right now. No matter
where we arc, BG will always be
very special and a very magical
place.
Campbell's own data collecting began in September 2008
and concluded in November,
though he was interested in
military research for about a
year before he began.
He said the analysis is ongoing, and will probably continue into late summer. But he is
hopeful that his finds will not
only help soldiers but others
who need to carry heavy loads.
"It could impact the way
schoolkids carry their schoolbreaks, mailman carries mail,"
Campbell said. "It doesn't have
to impact the military 100 percent."

Suicide ring prosecution
begins, leader feels it
was service for suffering

From Page 1

"We haven't asked athletics to do
anything that is unusual," Carrwright
said. "The university is looking at an
economic situation, so that means
^everyone who has responsibility for
managing budgets has to look at how
they're going to meet the target they
are given."
One of the bigger rumors suggesting the end of Falcon hockey was the
fact that Carrwright was president
at Kent State University when their
hockey program was cut following
the 1993-94 season.
The situation at Kent State was
much different than the University's,
Carrwright said.
When Kent State committed
to joining the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association they committed
to improving facilities, Carrwright
said. These commirments had a large
price tag associated with them and
Kent found it more cost beneficial to
cut the hockey program, rather than
struggle to compete in the CCHA.
she said.
"It had nothing to do with my personal preferences," Carrwright said.
"Do you really think I would have
found my way to BG just to cut a
hockey program?"
Despite the rumors, support
for Falcon hockey received a shot
in the arm since last Wednesday.
The Facebook group, "Save BGSU
Hockey!" has over 8,000 members
and orange flyers in support of the
hockey program completely circle
die inside walls of the ice rink.
The quick rush in program support is something that didn't surprise

A:. Oh it was just crazy. We

ADDRESS
From Page 1

of a CSX railroad terminal near
North Baltimore - part of a $700
million gateway project created
by the company scheduled to be
completed during last 2009 or
early 2010.
As part of the program, bridges
will be elevated and tunnels will
be reconstructed to add additional height for double-stacked
trains, Carter said.
A significant number of jobs
will also be created with the
terminal, with the operation of
warehousing units and hundreds of trucks each day using
the station.
But with such a massive project, commissioners realized
traffic congestion would quickly
become a problem on the already
slow-moving 1-75 section from
Perryshurg to Findlay.
"Because CSX will benefit the
local economy, we want to fix
the congestion on the highway,"
Carter said.
Under the commissioner's
plans, 1-75 would be widened
from four to six lanes, and with
the creation of the CSX terminal, Brown said the chances of
getting the construction plans
approved are good.
But while the future projects of
Wood County were the address
focus, commissioner's devoted
lengthy attention to the struggles
individual citizens are facing
during the financial crisis.
"We're very aware many of
our citizens have been impacted
and have had to cut family budgets," Brown said. "Now more
than ever, we need to hear from
you and all the citizens of Wood
County."
One of the primary concerns
Brown saw affecting citizens
was the phasing out of the Ohio
tangible personal property tax,
which is a tax placed on physical property used in the general
operations of a manufacturing or
service-based business.

'Good Samaritan' takes in
convicted child murderer
By Travis Andarian

By Greg Bluestein and Lindsey
Tanner
The Associated Press

ATLANTA — A former assisted
suicide network leader being
prosecuted in a Georgia man's
death is defending his group's
practice of guiding people who
want to kill themselves because
they're suffering but not necessarily dying
At least three of the people
known to have committed suicide through the Final Exit
Network were not terminally ill.
In his most extensive remarks
since his arrest last month, Ted
Goodwin told The Associated
Press yesterday that people with
just months to live aren't the only
ones who should be able to seek
help committing suicide.
"These people who are terminally ill are blessed in a small
way — there's a finite time for
their suffering" said Goodwin,
who stepped down as president
of the network after his arrest.
"But there are many, many people who are doomed to suffer
interminably for years. And why
should they not receive our support as well?"
Critics within the right-to-die
movement, including Dr. lack
Kevorkian, say people should be
able to seek assistance ending
their lives, but only from doctors
and only if they're terminally ill.
Georgia authorities say John
Celmer, the 58-year-old man
whose suicide led to charges
against Goodwin and three others, was making a remarkable
recovery from cancer when the
group sent exit guides to his
home to show him how to suffocate himself using helium tanks
and a plastic hood. And police
say that in 2007, the group helped
an Arizona woman named lana
Van Voorhis who was depressed

Make sure you have bottled
water and non-perishable
food in your house at all times.
Enough supplies for three days,
for each person in the house.

Start at

$560

per month

but not terminally ill.
The third person, Kurt Perry, a
suburban Chicago resident who
was to have been the group's next
suicide, has a debilitating neurological condition that is painful
but usually not fatal. The 26-yearold said frightening breathing
lapses prompted him to seek
support from die network.
"Having them there with me
would be a blessing and an
honor," he said in an interview
yesterday.
He was set to die Feb. 26, one
day after Goodwin and the others were charged widi violating
Georgia's assisted suicide law. But
he has since changed his mind,
saying the arrests have given him
new reason to live and help the
group with its work
The network has drawn criticism from those who worry it isn't
screening those who want to die
carefully enough.
"You want to be sure before
anyone is going to do anything
like this that they're getting the
best possible end-of-life care,"
said Dr. Timothy Quill, a professor of medicine at the University
of Rochester and a supporter of
Oregon and Washington laws
that allow doctors to help terminally ill people end their lives.
Goodwin, who is not a physician and founded the group
in 2004 after his father died of
emphysema, says the network
helped guide nearly 200 people
across the country die to but
never actively assisted suicide. He
says he was personally involved
in 39 deaths.
The arrests were the result of
an eight-month investigation in
which an undercover agent posing as someone bent on suicide
infiltrated the group which bases
its work on "The Final Exit," a
best-selling suicide manual by
British author Derek Humphry.

After the tax year of 2008 is
complete, the personal property
tax will be eliminated statewide which means the $750,000 a year
average from the tax for Wood
County will be gone.
"We were told to expect one of
the worst state budgets since the
Great Depression," Brown said.
"But you can help us by continuing to shop in Bowling Green and
in Wood County."
By promoting Wood County
as ,i place of industrial commercial and agricultural growth, the
commissioners agreed citizens
Could help encourage economic
growth in the county.
Brown said pushing Bowling
Green as a vacation spot and
keeping the one cent portion
of sales tax on purchases made
in the county will help the area
remain strong during the recession.
"When the state's economy
does turn around, we want to
make sure Wood County is leading the way in economic development," Brown said.
But former Mayor and Bowling
Green resident Wes Hoffman said
while he thinks the plans for the
future are good, he is still concerned with declining property
values and rising foreclosures in
Wood County.
"It's a concern of ours that
reflects what'sgoingon in the rest
of the state," Brown said. "People
aren't building, and they're holding onto their wallets."
And though such issues do
pose problems, the commissioners said the number of people
living in Wood County is actually
increasing.
By maintaining the county's
local amenities, such as recreational parks, museums and
restaurants, the commissioner's
said they think Wood County
and its citizens can weather the
struggles ahead.
"This really is a great place to
live," Perkins said. "You people
make the difference in Bowling
Green and the outlying area of
Perrysburg."

The Associated Press

CHICHESTER, N.H. — A pastor
in this quiet, picturesque New
England town thought he was
ilium; the Christian thing when
he took in a convicted child killer
who had served his time but had
nowhere to go.
But some neighbors of the Rev.
David Pinckney vehemently disagree, one even threatening to
bum his house down after officials
could find no one else willing to
take 60-year-old Raymond Guay.
"Politicians think they can
dump their trash in our small
town," said one neighbor, Ion
Morales, whose girlfriend and two
children live across an unpaved
road from Pinckney's home.
Chichester, a town of about
2310 residents in soudi-central
New Hampsliire, lias been in an
uproar since the weekend, when
police announced that Guay
would spend two months with
Pinckney's family.
About 40 angry residents protested outside the home Saturday,
Memmack County Sheriff Scott
llilliard said. One protester blustered that he wanted to set it on
fire, he said
Town loaders were expected
yesterday night to ask state and
federal officials to remove Guay
from town.
Guay already had a criminal
record when he was charged in
1973, at age 25, with abducting
and murdering a 12-year-old boy
in Nashua. Authorities said he
planned to sexually assault the
boy, whose body was clad only in
socks and undershorts.
Guay pleaded guilty to second-degree murder and was
sentenced to up to 25 years. He
kidnapped a Concord couple after
briefly escaping from the nearby
state prison in 1982 and was sent
to a federal prison in California.

"There's so many kids in this community,
and you just fear for them...
you always do what's best
for your children."
Christine Swam! Resident

where he stabbed an inmate in
1991, court records show.
After 35 years behind bars, he
was released in September and
ordered to serve his parole in New
Hampshire. Guay's release followed a failed attempt by state
officials to keep him incarcerated
as a dangerous sexual predator
under federal law.
Guay went instead to a lialfway house in Connecticut but
was returned to New Hampsliire
last week Residents of Concord,
where Pinckney leads a nondenominational congregation,
loudly protested plans to put him
there!
A Concord prison chaplain
contacted Pinckney, who agreed
to take Guay in after meeting him
and clearing it with his wife and
four children, ages 13 to 18. Guay
is staying there while he looks for
a job and place to live.
Pinckney did not return calls or
answer the door when a reporter
visited liis house, but he assured
the town in an open letter published yesterday that Guay poses
no threat
"Wo would not be doing this if
we thought we were endangering
our town, neighbors or children,"
he wrote.
Ihough Guay "has committed some horrendous crimes in
his past," he has been on "a very
different course" since a religious
transformation in 1993, Pinckney
said.
Pinckney lias tokl Guay he may
only leave the house in a car with
another adult and can live with

the family for no more than two
months.

Town resident Christine Swain,
who has children ages 6 and 16,
isn't reassured.
"There's so many kids in this
community, and you just fear for
tliem." she said. "You always do
what's best for your children."
Another resident said Monday
that she feh Guay deserved a second chance, but she spoke on
condition of anonymity because
she feared reprisals from neighbors.
Some outsiders are more forthcoming
Conrad
Mandsager
of
Nottingham worked for Prison
Fellowship — a faith-based group
that helps parolees find jobs—in
die 1980s.
Mandsager said lie took in a
violent criminal to live with his
family of five in 1988. Sentenced
for attempted murder and kept in
solitary confinement for his role
in a prison riot, the man turned
his life around wtiik' living with
Mandsager and working at a job
dirough the Prison Fellowship,
Mandsager said.
He disagrees with Chichester
officials who say Guay would do
better in a city with more jobs and
other resources.
"You create more opportunities for problems by putting (convicts) in a larger city where there's
no accountability," Mandsager
said. He expects better results in
a home like Pinckney's, "where
there's accountability and care
and love for the guy."

Check us out online at:
wv/v/.fcgv/eiYs.com
Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

' Two Bedroom Apartments
• Close to Downtown
• Historical District
•Quiet Living
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SPRINGTIME

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events tabn from evcnlsbgsufdu

7-8 pm
The Institute for the Study
of Culture and Society
Lecture Series presents
Matt Gutmann
Union 206

8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series:
Faculty Jazz Group
Bryan Recital Hall

9-10:30 p.m.
Italian Club
Education IIS

CAMPUS
BRIEF
The University will be looking into the
future of the campus at an event aimed
at discussion of the Residence Life and
Dining Services Master Plan.
The event, which will be held on March
19 from 7 to 9 p.m. in room 202B of the
Union, will include talks by members of
WTW Architects. The team was hired by
the University to look over and design
improved dining services and residence life

RACHEL BAOWANSKI

- 90 NEW!

programs.
CELEBRATING: Chns Hoepner (tight). Erick Agner (center) and Adam Hilty (left) celebrate St Patrick's Day sitting by Wooster Street while en|oying the warm spring-like weather

Architects will provide initial data and
concepts that have been discussed regarding the plan. A community focus group
session will also be offered.

NAMI aims to help students understand mental illness

University staff, students and the
community are encouraged to attend the

By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

ore po ice
officers on
patrol
ByMwdyHofmoclwl
The Daily Collegian

The State College Police
Department planned to have
more patrols out yesterday for
St. Patrick's Day than normal,
though officers hope this holiday
will be more subdued than its
student-created predecessor last
month.
State College Police incurred
about $4,500 in police overtime
costs for State Patty's Day weekend, State College Chief of Police
Tom King wrote in an e-mail.
Not included in the figure are the
costs of the officers on regular
duty and the other police forces
that assisted during the weekend
of Feb. 28, he wrote.
This year, police received 311
calls during State Patty's Day
weekend, compared to 262 during the same weekend the year
before.
Despite this, the State College
Police Department does not plan
to call in extra officers today, but
will put as many police on patrol
as possible, State College Police
Lt. Keith Robb said.
Adjustments may be made as
police see fit, Robb said.
Police saw 21 alcohol overdoses requiring calls to Emergency
Medical Services and responded
to 31 calls about loud noises or
parties during the Feb. 28 weekend.
Police were not the only ones
to feel the holiday's effects. Extra
street sweeping and trash collection downtown was necessary
after the festivities, Eric Brooks,
State College operations manager, said.
Crews were also called in early
one morning during the weekend to fill a hole after individuals
removed a cover from a streetlight foundation at Locust Lane
and Beaver Avenue, he said.
Robb said officers are anticipating several holiday traditions
in the borough, including an
early morning opening for one
downtown bar.
The Phyrst. Ill E. Beaver Ave.,
plans to begin serving alcohol at
7:01 a.m., 60 seconds after it is
legally allowed to begin doing so.
Police are on the lookout for
crowds overflowing into the
street while waiting to enter the
establishment, Robb said. But
as far as the early opening goes,
police won't interfere with the
bar.

For students struggling with a
mental illness, or for those who
simply want to understand and
learn more, there is a place to
turn.
The National Alliance on
Mental Illness has a local chapter at the University specifically
directed toward helping students.
NAMI has been around for
a while at the University, said
Casey Cromwell, NAMI advisor
and a psychology professor at
the University, but the group is
basically starting over this year
because most of their members
graduated.
University NAMI President
Junior Markella Whetzel said

CRJU 395 Section 1001
Crime Flicks
M#W6:15-9:25pm
Ocredits) Michael Buerger

something sophomore Kayla
Newkirk, NAMI treasurer, has
experienced firsthand.
In 2007, Newkirk was diagnosed with panic disorder and
major depression. She said she
was dealing with both long
before she was diagnosed, but
when shecame to the University
it became more difficult.
"Every time I have a panic
attack and there are people
around I can see that Itheyl
may think differently of me,"
she said.
Newkirk said NAMI has
helped her cope with her illnesses. She joined to try to reach
out to students in situations
similar to her own.
"1 wanted to get involved
because of own experience with
mental illness," she said. "I just

felt like it was important so I
could help others."
NAMI meets once each
month. The meetings are open
to anyone, and Whetzel said the
group is trying to make them
as "un-lecture-like" as possible.
They are even going to an old
asylum next month to look at
the history of mental illness and
how much progress has already
been made.
Membership in NAMI is also
open to anyone. Right now the
group has about 15 members,
including people with mental
illnesses, people who know
people with mental illnesses
and people who are just interested in learning more.
"Our main goal is really to
make a comfortable place for
students with mental illnesses,"

Whetzel said. "Just comfortable,
we're not trying to study anyone."
Cromwell said the group
is also helpful for psychology
majors looking for volunteer
work. It looks good on a resume,
he said, and can help students
see if they like it and want to get
more involved.
However, Cromwell said the
most important part of NAMI
has nothing to do with resumes
or volunteer hours, lt is the message that people can have mental illnesscsand still succeed. He
said he loves hearing students
talk about their personal experiences with mental illnesses and
watching them help and learn
from each other.
"It's so important to find out
thev're not alone," he said.

Nearly naked runners shed clothes,
donate clothing to Salvation Army
By Gaoff Waring
The Dairy lowan

BRYCE BENSON

U WIDE

BUDGET CUTS: Th6usands. made up mostly of college students, gathered at the California state Capitol on Monday protesting
educational budget cuts.

Cuts to educational state budget

Chilling rain on March 7 didn't
slow the hundreds of runners
at I lubbard Park — all of them
nearly naked.
The University of Iowa's first
Nearly Naked Mile, sponsored
by Students Today Alumni
Tomorrow, encouraged participants to shed layers of clothing to
donate to the Salvation Army.
In total, the event gathered
2,000 pounds of clothing.
Katie Fuchs, one of the UI stu-

dents who started the run, said
she believes the event not only
benefited those in need but Iowa
City residents as well.
"I think this is a great way to
donate to the poor and also bring
together members of the Iowa
City community," she said.
Fuchs was motivated to bring
the even) to the UI campus by
hearing about it during a trip to
Utah, she said. Similareventshave
been popular at the University
of Northern Iowa, Indiana
University, Purdue University,
and University of Wisconsin.

inspire students and staff to protest
By Tass Towmand
Daily Caii'ornian

Thousands of California public education students and
staff swarmed the state Capitol
Monday to protest cuts to education in the state budget.
Chanting "they say cut
back, we say fight back," more
than 7,500 community college, University of California,
California State University and
grade school students and staff
were present at the rally, said
Dean Murakami, vice president
of the California Federation of
Teachers.
He said the majority of the
crowd was made up of community college students.
Lucero Chavez, a student at
Boalt Hall Schtxil of law and
president of the University of
California Student Association,
said a wide variety of people
showed up to the event.

Still T^ to KMMM*/open to students of Uffmp

one of the group's main focuses
is simply lo help students understand mental illnesses and the
resources available on campus,
such as the counseling center
and psychological and disability services.
Whetzel said a lot of students
joke around about having mental illnesses, such as ObsessiveCompulsive or Bipolar Disorder.
NAMI can help them better
understand what is going on
and also make mental illnesses
more personal by putting a face
on them.
"People love to say they have
disorders and it really takes
away from people who legitimately have mental illnesses,"
she said.
NAMI also works to erase the
stigma behind mental illnesses,

Q
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"I think it was great," Chavez
said. "I think this is just another
day where students were really
coming together."
The event, organized by the
Student Senate for California
Community Colleges, came three
daysaftertheCalifomial.cgislativc
Analyst's Office reported an additional S8 billion shortfall in the
state budget on Friday.
The additional deficit is due
to lower tax revenues than initially expected, according to Farra

Bracht, principal fiscal and policy
analyst for the office.
Troy Carter, vice president of
the student senate, said the protest aimed to prevent state legislators from making more cuts to
higher education funding in order
to bridge the new S8 billion gap.
"We want to prevent the higher
education institutions from being
affected," he said.
The newfound shortfall could
add to the Feb. 20 revised state
budget.

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
wvm.prelBrredproperliesco.com

MAKE iOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed!
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

CRJU 395 Section 1002
Serial Homicide
TR6:l5-9:25pm
(3 credits) Judge James Bachman

These courses are reserved tor CRJU Majors ONLY in Fall and Spring Semester
So don't miss this great opportunity!

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30
530 S. Maple SI

419-352-9378

Almost as exciting...
but more realistic is our
FREE HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
FREE PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
FREE GAS (HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING)
Check out our newly remodeled kitchens
with dishwashers & microwaves.

WINTHROPTERRACE &
SUMMIT TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road !

II1) ir>?-9135 I winlhiop@gerdcmch com

wwww.wi nth ropier race.com

FORUM
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"I wanted to let you know that we will field all 18 of our sports teams
for the 2009-10 school year.
- Greg Christopher, University Athletic Director, [see story pg. 1],
Wednesday. March I8.2009 4
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If you could cut anything to save money for the University, what would it be?
The Stroh Center."

"Let's not build a
giant falcon, or let's

"Some athletics in

"Classes. Just

general."

kidding."

cs

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

not have

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or

homecoming."
JEREMY DIOION.

Limbaugh not the
only one in the wrong

ASHLEY ONYIA.
Senior.
IPC/Pre-Ministry

TREVOR MASH.
Senior.
Public Relations

MAGDA KRESS.
Freshman.
Jazz Studies

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.
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"Unity is less about

INSTEAD.

merging the right
IN THE

wing and left into
It could be a sign of the times
or it could be a modernized
continuance of always-existing
partisan vitriol. Either way. the
aggressive and discursive dialogue featured in most major
U.S. news media is garnering
more attention than usual in
recent years — and there seems
to be more of it.
Pour simple words have reignited vigorous debate over the
nature of partisan politics in
this country: "I hope Obama
fails." Rush Limbaugh. hailed
by some and viewed with
askance by others as (he new
leader of the Republicans, made
the controversial claim on his
radio show to stunned and fearful reactions.
His words, however appalling
they may seem in this age of
political correctness, are not so
historically out of line. Political
cartoonists and other deriders
of public figures have longmade
controversy such as this; unlike
Limbaugh, of course, they were
far more sophisticated and
veiled with their message.
Stranger to note is the hypocrisy involved. Much ado was
made of protesters on the left
proclaiming former President
Bush a war criminal. Talking
heads on the right pointed to
it as a sign of venomous hatred
for America from the left, while
talking heads on the left were
quick to remove themselves
from association with such a
"lunatic fringe."
The briefest glance at U.N.
charter quickly reveals the Bush
team to have been supreme
violators of international law.
Without involving politics, the
facts are plainly spelled out: the
(ieorge VV. Bush administration
violated international law and
are war criminals.
However, since a statement
like this is extreme, it is given
little attention in mainstream
media. The problem with this
line of thinking is the correct
answer does not always lie
in between two vehemently
opposing viewpoints.
Straightening
out
the
muddled sea of disinformation and vitriol is a large task
for Americans, and it comes
from both sides (can Keith
Olhermann be taken as anything other than the left's Rush
Limbaugh?). Leaders of the two
main sides have one very convenient thing in their favor: most
Americans still see themselves
as belonging to the left or right.
While Obama's message of
unity may be what is apparently
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one giant, happy
family."
needed in the current climate of
rabid (but ultimately meaningless) political discourse, what
is more needed is complete dissolution of the notion of left/
right politics. Examining the
tacts of each case allows people
to come to reasonable conclusions, informed by their own
notions of what's reasonable
and what isn't.
One of the most pressing
issues is the environment,
and for no good reason it has
become highly politicized. At
its core, the issue is whether
humans need to care for their
environment and drastically
change their behavior in order
to preserve it, or will everything
take care of itself and does none
of it really matter?
Any reasonable analysis of
the issue, based on scientific
fact and objective reasoning,
without listening to any talking head from either side of the
aisle, ought to reveal a pressing responsibility for humans
to take better care of the world
in which we live. No politics are
required to come to this conclusion.
Vitriolic remarks from one
side to the other have existed for
as longas there have been multiple sides to politics. The increasing politicization of the major
news networks is an interesting
development in this trend, and
mv hope is not that the difference between MSNBC and FOX
News will grant Americans a
broader perspective.
Rather, the best possible outcome of wild proclamations
like "I hope Obama fails" is a
disinterest in politics as they
currently exist on the part of
the American people. Instead
of taking their politics to the
polls with them, they may
instead take their own wisdom
and judgment, informed not by
leaders of parties, bin by their
own understanding of what's
best for them and their country.
In short, unity is less about
merging the right wing and left
into one giant, happy family.
Unity is about coming to a new
understanding of the world and
its affairs, and realizing the
truth doesn't lie in a label, it lies
in the facts.
— Respond to Kyle tit
lhenews@bgneivs.com.
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Business, not love, the reason for
getting married in the United States
By Adam Griffiths
Daily Kent Stater

In light of the scrutiny over
Proposition 8 in California,
now may not be the best time
to come out as a gay man
who doesn't think the fight for
same-sex marriage is where our
movement should be directing
the bulk of its attention right
now.
But it's not that I don't believe
in same-sex marriage.
I don't believe in marriage at
all in the United States.
Now, it's easy to hurdle claims
of my historically flippant
attitude toward committed,
monogamous relationships
between any two people and
deem my stance invalid. Bui
the definition of marriage in the
United States is so skewed and
politically manipulated these
days, it's hard to call it anything but yet another flagrant
ignorance of the separation of
Christian America from corrupt
government. The two are codependent and have been for
years.
The only way to allow everyone the reserved benefits
enjoyed by a married couple
— federally defined as one
man and one woman — is to
deinstitutionalize marriage.
Conservatives and the religious
right charge this would destroy
the "sanctity of marriage" in the
United States. It'd be cliche to

"Marriage has first and foremost always
been a business industry regulated by men.
Even in biblical times, marriage was the
commodization of women."
employ divorce statistics here,
but the question begs itself:
Why isn't anyone concerned
about the sanctity ol American
government itself? Why should
two people who love each other
be roadblocked by an "institution" that claims moral superiority and invokes an Almighty
on its side when more and
more of those who run it seem
unable to maintain the "sanctified" Utopia they suggested to
get elected in the first place?
Marriage has first and foremost always been a business
industry regulated by men.
Even in biblical times, marriage was the commodization
of women. After society evolved
and women earned the freedom to have a say in who they
married, our forefathers repurposed regulations on marriage
on yet another inherent trait:
race. It wasn't until the latter
half of the 20th century blacks
earned the right to be legally
married in our country.
So it came up then that
another minority would fight
for its rights.
After I.GBT Americans began
making a name for themselves

and started to overcome widespread stereotyping that persists today, the powers that be
in the liberation movement
deemed marriage the next logical benchtnark in the fight for
"equality."
We arc only unequal because
corrupt societal "institutions"
keep us that way. I'm not talking about socio-economic status or race or sex or gender
here. We let laws and regulations segregate us because it
feels natural to be confined to
social groups. Those fighting
for civil rights arc perpetuating
this social model as much as
those opposing them.
So what do you do when the
world seems programmed to
maintain distinctions based
on "natural" characteristics?
Nothing less than change the
discourse.
And that's what two straight
college students from southern California want to do. Ali
Shams, a political science major
at University of California-San
Diego, and his friend Kaelan
Housewright, a student at
CalArts in Valencia, Calif., proposed a ballot measure that

would replace all instances of
"marriage" in state laws with
"domestic partnerships." The
measure has been approved,
and if they can collect 694,534
signatures by Aug. 6, it will go
up for a vote next November,
according to an article last
Thursday in the San Francisco
Chronicle.
"I'm not religious, and I'm
not gay, but I am concerned
about equal rights," Shams told
the Chronicle, and it's a sentiment this generation needs to
take to heart.
The problem with the United
States is our birthright — contradictions littered throughout
both American government
and our country's culture. It's
time to take stock of what's
important in our lives — life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Same-sex marriage has
been a poster child for this spirit long enough, and it's become
a stalemate in the discussion of
our progress as a society.
Deregulating marriage isn't
going to be easy, but when we
can love who we want to love
openly and secure the same
rights for one another despite
our government's endorsement, that will be the true
human rights and civil rights
victory — and both we, and
those of our nation's future,
deserve nothing less.
If anything, it wouldn't be
very American,
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Obama introduces new economic
package, offers help to small businesses
By Philip Elliott
The Associated Press

"The fundamentals are sound in the

*

WASHINGTON — Seeking 10
counter a chorus of unhappy
Republicans and nervous Wall
Streetinvestors.PresidentBarack
Obama and his economic team
are taking a cheerier tone while
making billions In federal loans
available to the nation's struggling small businesses
Obama
and . Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geilhner on
Monday planned to announce
a broad package that includes
reduced small-business lending
feesandan increase on the guarantee to some Small Business
Administration loans. A day
earlier, the president's advisers
said in television interviews that
they remained confident in the
nation's economic fundamentals, at times adopting upbeat
rhetoric the president once
mocked.
"The fundamentals arc sound
in the sense that the American
workers are sound, we have a
good capital stock, we have good
technology," said Christina
Romcr, Who heads the White
House Council of Economic
Advisers.
Obama, for his part, has
embraced the role of "confidence-builder in chief," as one
business leader asked him to
become. One week after his
budget director declared "fundamentally, the economy is
weak," Obama's economic
advisers offered up a buoyant
assessment.
Larry Summers, the director of the National Economic
Council and an Obama adviser,
quoted the president: "It's never
as good as people say it is when
they say it's good and it's never
as bad as people say it is when
they say it's bad."
Dealing with a severe recession, Obama has turned to a
public face that emphasizes the

sense that the American workers are
sound, we have a good capital stock,
we have good technology."
Christina Komer | Economic Adviser
potential for recovery instead of
its limits.
To that end, the government
plans to take aggressive steps
to boost bank liquidity with
more than $10 billion aimed
at unfreezing the secondary
credit market, according to officials briefed on the plan who
demanded anonymity to avoid
pre-empting the president's
announcement.
Administration officials confirmed they would unveil details
Monday.
"Weknowthat small businesses are the engine of growth in
the economy, and we absolutely
want to do things to help them,"
Homer said Sunday morning,
speaking broadly on the outline
of the plan. "There are already a
lot of things to help them in the
recovery package, and some of
what will be coming out arc the
things that were in the recovery package: increasing the SBA
loan guarantees, lowering fees."
The
move
comes
as
Republicans have sought to
build on some bipartisan misgivings over Obama's ambitious
spending blueprint. In particular, Republicans say Obama's
budget proposal to raise taxes,
starting in 2011, on individuals
earning more than $200,000
and on households earning
more than $250,000 will hurt
small businesses, which face
higher dividend taxes and limits
on itemized deductions.
"We've got to do something
to help these small-business
people. We know that they're
the job creators in this econ-

omy," the House Republicans'
No. 2 official, Rep. Eric Cantor,
said Sunday. "And the problem
... I think we're seeing out of the
Obama administration is a lack
of focus on how to get things
going again."
The new measures taking
effect Monday focus on opening up small-business lending,
seen as critical to cities' growth.
While the SBA typically guarantees $20 billion in loans annually, new lending this year is on
track to fall below $10 billion,
according to the administration.
Under the two-month-old
administration's new initiative,
the government will step in to
buy these loans to help unlock
the frozen credit market, using
money from the recently passed
bailout package in the range of
between $10 billion to $20 billion, one official briefed on the
plan said.
The other measures are part
of Geithner's financial stability plan announced last month.
They involve temporarily eliminating upfront fees of up to 3.75
percent and some processing
charges on certain SBA loans
that lenders typically pass along
to borrowers. It also increases
the government guarantees on
certain loans to 90 percent, up
from 85 percent for loans below
$150,000 and 75 percent for larger loans.
Summers appeared on ABC's
"This Week" and on CBS's "Face
the Nation." Homer and Cantor
appeared on NBC's "Meet the
Press."

Proposal will require AIG to pay back bonuses
ByLMm.lC.lmM
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
—
Senate
Democratic Leader Harry Heid
said yesterday Congress will
force executives of American
International Group to pay back
at least some of the $165 million
in bonuses they received after
the insurance giant got billions in
federal bailout money.
Reid, said that Senate Finance
Committee Chairman Max
Baucus will issue a proposal in
the next day or so that would force
AIG to return some of the money
awarded to executives who oversaw its failure.
As outrage over the bonuses
reached a new crescendo across
the political spectrum, the
Obama administration said it
was trying to put limits on how
government bailout dollars can
be used. But questions haw been
raised about what the administration knew about the bonuses
— and when.
Sen. Richard Shelby, the ranking Republican on the Senate
Banking Committee, chastised
the administration earlier yesterday, saying Treasury Secretary
Timothy Geilhner should have
blocked the payouts. Shelby
charged that Geithner either
knew or should have known
about the bonuses.
"We need to know, what are
the details of this? When were the
bonuses signed up? Who's getting
it?" Shelby said.
The Alabama senator stopped
short of calling for Geithner's resignation, but said, "He's under fire
from all sides now."
"I don't know if he should
resign over this," Shelby said.
"1 le works for the president of the
United States. But I can tell you,
this is just another example of
where he seems to be out of the
loop. Treasury should have let
the American people know about
this."

SUSAN WAISH

THE 6G NEWS

CONGRESS AIG: Senate Banking Committee Chairman Sen. Christopher Dodd. D-Conn.
left, and the committee's ranking Republican Sen. Richard Shelby, R-Ala. listen during a hearing on modernizing insurance regulations. yesterday/March 17. on Capitol Hill in Washington

AIG was predictably raked over
the coals at a banking committee
hearing on regulating the insurance industry.
"One way or another, we're
going to try to figure out how to
get these resources back,", said
Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., the
panel's chairman.
"This is ridiculous," exclaimed
Sen. )on Tester, D-Mont. He said
AIG executives "need to understand that the only reason they
even have a job is because of the
taxpayers."
Edward l.iddy, the CEO of
American International Group
Inc., is scheduled to testify tomorrow before a House subcommittee.
On Monday, President Obama
lambasted the insurance giant
for "recklessness and greed" and
pledged to try to block payment of
the bonuses. Obama said he had
directed Geithner to determine
whether there was any way to
retrieve or stop the bonus money
— a move designed as much for
public relations as for public policy.
"I mean, how do they justify
this outrage to the taxpayers who
are keeping the company afloat?"
Obama demanded.
The financial bailout program
remains politically unpopular

and has been a drag on Obama's
new presidency, even though the
plan began under his predecessor, President George W. Bush.
The White House is aware of the
natknV)bailout fatigue; hundreds
of billions of taxpayer dollars have
gone to prop up financial institutions that made poor decisions,
wh ile many ot hers who have done
no wrong have paid the price.
Sen. Charies Grassley suggested in an Iowa City radio interviewon Monday that AIG executives
should take a Japanese approach
toward accepting responsibility for the collapse of the insurance giant by resigning or killing
themselves.
"Obviously,
maybe
they
ought to be removed." the Iowa
Republican said. "But I would
suggest the first thing that would
make me feel a little bit better
toward them if they'd follow the
Japanese example and come
before the American people and
take that deep bow and say, I'm
sorry, and then either do one of
two things: resign or go commit
suicide."
Grassley spokesman Casey
Mills said the senator wasn't calling for AIG executives to kill themselves, but said those who accept
tax dollars and spend them on
travel do so irresponsibly.
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Governors urged
to build schools
to aid economy

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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By Matt Apuzzo
and Brett J.BI*ckl«dg«
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — President
li.ii.ii :k Obama wants governors to hurry up and begin
building bridges and schools
to revive the economy. His
.administration is learning
that spending $787 billion as
quickly and transparently as
promised is no easy task.
States wanting desperately
to tap into the new money are
havingtroublekeepingtrackof
the application deadlines and
requirements in the 400-page
stimulus bill. Governors must
sign pledges saying they'll
spend the money appropriately, but the administration
is still figuring out what the
rules are.
"Well, that's kind of scary,"
said Richard Lckstrom, South
Carolina's comptroller general.
Hanging over all of this
are two threats. The first was
written into the law, saying
that if states miss a deadline
or don't spend the money fast
enough, they lose the cash.
Vice President Joe Biden delivered the second threat last
week, warning that if states
misspend the money, "don't
look for any help from the
federal government for a long
while."
Yet figuring out how to
spend the money correctly
isn't easy. For example:
—The Housing and Urban
Development Department is
offering $1.5 billion for homeless prevention, but there's
confusion over who qualifies.
—Governors are required
to report how many jobs are
being saved or created, but
there has been no explanation
of how to count them.
—The Energy Department
is giving out money to make
homes energy-efficient, and
the work must begin soon, hut
there aren't enough trained
workers for all the remodeling jobs.
When Washington tries to
spend a lot of money, spend it
quickly and spend it responsibly it usually succeeds only
in two of those three goals.
Federal aid after Hurricane
Katrina was wasted on temporary house trailers and fraudulent assistance applications.
Some of the government loans
rushed out to help small businesses recover after the Sept.
11 terror attacks went instead
to a radio station in South
Dakota, a motorcycle shop
in Utah and more than 100
Dunkin' Donuts and Subway
franchises.
The Obama administration
is working to prevent such stories about the stimulus bUI.
Governors, meanwhile, are
making some tough calls.
California, for instance, is
counting on at least $10 billion
from the stimulus to stabilize
its budget. If it comes up short,
it probably will need to cut $1
billion. That decision needs to
be made soon. But right now,
there's noway to know for sure
how much the state will get.
"There's mass confusion
still at this stage," Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger said.
At a conference for state officials at the White House complex last week, a representative from Utah asked Obama's
budget officials what data they
would be required to collect
from contractors. He was told
to expect an answer within
the next several weeks.
But the governor was preparing to sign a contract.
Should he delay the project?
There were more questions
than answers at the conference, where representatives
from 49 states assembled to
learn more about the stimulus money. Idaho is restricting
travel by state employees and
didn't send anyone.
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Obama chooses Dan
' Rooney as U.S.
ambassador to Ireland
"[Rooney is]

By Kimbtrty Htflinq
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
- President
Barack (lhama yesterday selected Pittsburgh Steelers owner
Dan Rooney to be U.S. ambassador to Ireland, tuniing to a lifelong Republican who provided
the Democrat critical campaign
support during the White I louse
race.
The 76-year-old Rooney
endorsed Obama over Hillary
Rodhwwam Clinton during
Pennsylvania's
contentious
Democratic primary: Clinton
won the contest last April.
Rooney later campaigned for
him in Steelers country in western Pennsylvania, and Obama
went on to win the state last
November.
In the 1970s, Rooney helped
found the American Ireland
Fund, an organization that has
raised millions for advocacy of
peace and education in Ireland.
His legacy is reflected in a
Steelers-themed bar in a disused
linen mill in one of the roughest

parts of northwest Belfast.
In announcing the nomination on St. Patrick's Day, Obama

an unwavering
supporter of Irish
peace..."
called Rooney an unwavering
supporter ol Irish peace, culture
and education."
Obama said ina statement that
he has confidence thai Rooney
and Secretary ol State Clinton
"will ensure America's continued
close and unique partnership
with Ireland in the years ahead."
Ronney's lather. Arthur I.
Rooney. founded the Steelers
in 1933. The sun took over tin'
presidency of the team in 1975

and Is a Hall of Fame owner. I IK
Steelers won the Super Bowl this
yeas
The "Rooney Rule," which
requires any team with a head
coaching vacancj to interview
at least one minority candidate,
was developed l>> an Mi mm
mittee Rooney chaired. Rooney
has also participated in labor
negotiations between the league
and players.

ME C HONG

AMBASSADOR: In this April 14.2008 die photo, then Democratic presideful Sen. Barack Obama. walks with Pittsburgh Steelers Cliairman Dan Rooney at the
David Lawrence Convention Center in Pittsburgh Yesterday. President Barack Obama
announced his intent to nominate Rooney as Ambassador to Ireland
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SIDELINES

Representing
BASKETBALL
Men's team set to
open NIT against
Creighton tonight

er and Prochaska honored with more postseason recognition

Alter falling to Mid-American

By Andrew Harner

Conference Champion Akron,

Sports Editor

the men's basketball team wi
head to Omaha. NE tonight
for a matchup with host
Creighton in the NIT The
Falcons are an 8 seed while
Creighton is a 1 seed

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log onto the
BG News Sports Bloc) for
continued coverage of all of
your favorite Falcons sports
teams. We'll have coverage
of tonight's men's basketball
game against Creighton.-as
well as continued coverage
of the Falcons baseball and
softball teams
www.bgnewssports.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY.
Men's basketball:
at Creighton: 7 p.m.

OUR CALL

ETHAN M4G0C

"HE BG NEWS

WORTHY OF PRAISE: I auren Prochaska has racked up the accolades this season

The women's basketball team
has racked up several awards
this season, but before the
VVNIT begins, two more honors have come the Falcons'
way.
Yesterday, the Women's
Basketball
Coaches
Association announced their
Regional Coaches of the Year
and regional finalists for
the State Farm Coaches' AllAmerica Team.
BG's Curt Miller and Lauren
Prochaska represented the
school in the awards.
Miller was announced as
the region four Coach of the
Year and joined the likes of
UCONN's Geno Auriemma,
Oklahoma's Sherri Coale and
Ohio Slate's lim Foster as
regional winners.
The Falcon coach was
named Coach of the Year after
guiding his team to a 28-4
record and a regular season
Mid-American Conference
championship.
He additionally went 100
games over .500 and led the
BG program to its 600th overall win during the season.
Miller has won the regional
award three of the last four
years and is a finalist to win
the WBCA National Coach

of the Year honor which is
announced on April 6 in St.
Louis.
For Prochaska, she was
named to region four's
Regional All-America Team.
Prochaska joins former
Falcon AM Mann (2007) and
Kate Achter (2008) as regional
finalists in Miller's time as
coach, something he is proud
of.
"It's the third straight year,
we've had a person be named
Regional All-American so we're
really, really happy about that,''
Miller said.
Prochaska was named to the
team after leading the team
with 17 points per game and
also hauling in 6.2 rebounds
per game while being named
the MAC Player of the Year.
ENOCH WU IHEBGNEWS
During conference games,
Prochaska led the league, scor- MASTER AND COMMANDER: Curt
ing 19.6 points per game.
Miller has been honored for his great work
Her defining slat, how- with a ywicj team this past season.
ever, was her 93.6 free throw
percentage which paced the
country.
be narrowed down to 40 on
March 25, and those 40 will
She also set a school-record
with 43 points in a game be in the final running for the
against Central Michigan, final All-America team, which
scored her 1,000th career point will he announced on April 4
and scored 20 or more points in St. Louis.
Meanwhile,
Miller and
II times.
Kent State's Anna Kowalska Prochaska will look to improve
joined Prochaska on the region their resumes in the VVNIT this
weekend when they will face
four finalists.
The 52 regional finalists will
cither Syracuse or Canisius.

Today in
Sports History
1995—Michael Jordan
announces he is ending his
retirement from the NBA
after 17 months.'
1892—Lord Stanley presents silver challenge cup for
hockey (Stanley Cup)

The List
With the NCAA Tournament
looming, we're ranking the
top five potential Cinderellas
in this year's tournament. Be
aware of these snakes in the
grass.
1. VCU: Virginia
Commonwealth enters the
tournament as an 11 seed
and will meet UCLA in the

POSITIVE NOTE: Hayley Weimei cracked her second home run of the season against Cal State Fulletton.

first round VCU pulled off a
big upset of Duke in the first

Softball team busy over spring break

round just two years ago

2. Cleveland State:

ETHAN MAGOC

They enter the tournament as

FIREPOWER: I lie BG bats exploded to the tune of 16 runs in their first home game

a 13 seed and will meet Wake

By Chris Rambo and Paul
Barnay
Reporters

Forest. That doesn't bode
well for them. Still they have

BG comes out swinging

to be considered a possible
Cinderella because they've
beaten both Butler and

However, in the bottom of the
fifth, the Falcons came out firing and scored five runs.
After going 5-3 on their spring
In the inning, six Falcons hit
trip and playing 14 straight
singles amongst a MSU balk
games on the road, the Falcon
and wild pitch to move the five
baseball team came home yes- runs across home plate.
terday afternoon to a 16-13 win
Watching his team have success in that inning by just doing
over Michigan State.
Coach
Danny
Schmitz what was needed wassomething
stressed the fart his team has
that left Schmitz very pleased.
been on the road all season and
"We want our guys staying
put it very simply how he felt within ourselves," Schmitz said.
about finally playing at Warren "I thought our guys had a great
E. Steller Field.
approach at the plate today."
"It's nice playing at home."
Overall, 14ofBG's I9hitswere
Schmitz said.
singles.
His team also turned in a nice
Two innings later, the Falcon
performance for Falcon fans.
bats struck again, putting five
BG and the Spartans were
more runs on the board.
deadlocked at four after two
Dennis Vaughn and Tyler
innings, aided by second inning F.lkins both had singles sandhome runs by Mark Galvin and wiched in-between two outs,
and the inning didn't look as
Ryan Shay.
With two runs for BG in the
if it were going to become a
bottom of the third and two for blowout.
MSI) in thetop of the fourth, the
See BASEBALL | Page 7
game had all the appearance of
a back and forth battle.
By Andrew Harner

Syracuse on the road.

Sports Editor

3. Northern Iowa:
They enter the tournament
as a 12 seed and will meet
Purdue in the first round.
Not many people are looking at them, but they ripped
through the Missouri Valley
Conference.

4. W.Kentucky:
Western Kentucky is another
12 seed who will meet Illinois.
They pulled off an upset last
year from the exact same
spot.

5. Temple: They have
tournament experience and
as an 11 seed, their first round
opponent Arizona State does
not.

i

While most of us were figuring
out the best way to spend our
days over spring break, the BG
softball team was in Georgia
and California competing in
their last two non-conference
tournaments of the season.
The first stop for the Falcons
was in Atlanta at the Buzz
Classic.
Day one of the tournament
saw the Falcons splitting their
first iwo games, first falling to
Western Kentucky 4-3, and then
squeezing out a 6-5 win over
Purdue in eight innings.
In theirgameagainst Western
Kentucky, the Falcons recorded
ten hits, matching their second
best offensive outing of the season. Leading the offense for BG
was Susan Sontag who went a
perfect 2-for-2 at the plate with
a run scored.
Sophomores Missy Bowman
and Katelynn Boso each went
2-for-3 with one RBI, with senior
Hayley Wiemer adding two hits
of her own with an RBI and a
run scored.
Against Purdue, sophomore
Melissa Bott recorded her first
career win on the mound, pitch-

ing shutout ball in three innings
of work. With the score tied 55 after seven innings, the two
teams went into extra innings.
Melissa West started the BG
eighth on second base as part
of the extra innings automatic
runner format. West advanced
to third after Wiemer laid
down a sacrifice bunt. After
a Bowman groundnut. Zada
Lines stepped up to the plate
with iwo outs and connected
on a single through the left side
of the infield, giving the Falcons
the lead and eventually the 6-5
win.
Leading the offensive attack
against Purdue was Lines going
3-for-4 with three RBIs and a
run scored. Also recording hits
for the Falcons were Rachel
Proehl, West, Bott and Susan
Sontag.
BG was shutout in their
remaining three games in
Atlanta, falling to Georgia State
5-0, Albany 10-0 and Austin
Peay 1-0.
The Falcons posted a 1-4
record at the Buzz Classic,
being outscored 26-8 and outhit 36-24.
Sontag was named to the
Buzz Classic All-Tournament
team after leading BG with a
.417 batting average and a .583

-I

slugging percentage. Sontag
had five hits, including two
doubles and one run scored.
Alter taking a few days to rest
up, BG repacked their hags and
flew west to Fullerton California
to lake parl in the ludi Carman
Classic.
What followed wasn't exactly
pretty.
The Falcons were roughed up
over the four day tournament,
gelling outscored 43-8 over five
games. The weekend was especially ugly for the Falcon defense,
which commilted a total of 16
errors, often leading to rallies
by the opposition. After getting
pounded by Texas and Pacific
11-3 and 14-2 respectively on
day one, the Falcons hooked
up with host Cal-St. Fullerton
on the tournament's second
day. BG hung tough with the
Titans, taking a 1-0 lead into the
bottom of the fourth, however
two Falcon errors in the fifth
paved the way for five Titian
runs, enabling them to take a 71 lead. Although Hayley Weimer
cracked her second home run,
a tWO-run blow, in the bottom
of ihe frame, it was riot enough,
as the Falcons fell 7-3. Wiemer
See SOFTBALL | Page/
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had Schmitz a little concerned,
especially since the pitchers he
had to use had little experience
From Page 6
this season.
However. BG reeled off four
"It was definitely a great day to
straight hits, two singles and two be a hitter and a tough day to be a
doubles, to drive home five runs •pitcher," Schmitz said.
with two outs.
The reason for that was a 17
Up 16-8. the Falcon lead felt mile per hour wind blowing out
pretty safe, but a ninth inning ofcenterfield.
comeback staged by the Spartans
Kyle Atkinson (1-0) picked up

BASEBALL

the win for BG after pitching 4.1
innings of relief, striking out four
and allowing five earned runs.
BG's game against Cleveland
State originally scheduled for
today has been canceled and the
I'alcons will take the field Friday
through Sunday as they host
Western Michigan to open the
Mid-American Conference sea-

SOFTBALL

ing to the superior talent of their ing from such a brutal schedule
opponent in an 8-0 five-inning so long as it better prepares her
defeat. This time the culprit was team for conference play.
"Our schedule definitely hasn't
not the Falcons defensive inconsistency but rather Oklahoma's been for the faint of heart," said
offensive might. After tossing Salsburg. "But I believe schedulthree scoreless innings, Wiemer ing this way was the right move
was shelled in the fourth and and I am confident that it will
fifth, giving up seven runs on prepare us for MAC play. The
eight hits before being rescued fact that we were able to hang
by Melissa Bott. For the second in with teams like Oklahoma
straight day, the Falcons were and Florida St. says a lot about
shutout, managing a slim three our team." Leading the way
hits against the Sooners. After offensively for the Falcons in
coming back winless from California was Hayley Wiemer
California, the Falcons record who went a combined 5-10 with
now stands at 4-13 with four of one homer and four RBIs over
their losses coming against Top the duration of the tournament.
25 opponents.
The Falcons will now take a week
However, coach Shannon off before opening the home seaSalsburg is willing to deal with son with a doublchcader against
the inevitable difficulties result- Purdue on March 2(>.

From Page 6
took the ball the next day against
25th ranked Florida St and kept
the Falcons in it, hurling six
scoreless innings. However, the
Falcon offense was also held at
bay. striking out 14 times while
never advancing a runner past
second base. Once again, a leaky
defense proved to be BG's undoing; four seventh inning errors
led to three FSU runs, giving the
Seminoles a 3-0 victory. In the
finale on Sunday, the Falcons
took on the powerful ninthranked Oklahoma Sooners.
The script was a familiar one,
with BG hanging tough for a
while before finally succumb-

Morehead State opens tourney with win
By Jo. Kay

a little too well for a good night's
sleep the next few days.
The Eagles hadn't made the
DAYTON, Ohio—Asa New Jersey tournament since 1984, when
guy, center Kenneth Faried had quarterback Phil Simms' alma
never heard of Morehead State mater became a footnote to
the first time the school came NCAA basketball history. The
Eagles beat North Carolina A&T
calling.
No wonder. The Eagles won in an opening game that feaonly four games as recently tured the first television replay
as 2005-06, hadn't been to the used to settle a tournament disNCAA tournament since 1984, pute. They lost their next game
and were pretty much an after- to Louisville by 13 points.
thought in a state where basketTwenty-five years later, they're
ball comes in shades of Kentucky on a parallel course. Up next: a
Louisville team that beat them
blue and I-ouisville red.
Now, there'sa little more room by 38 last November.
"I think we'll do a lot better,"
to brag in the Bluegrass.
Faried got the better of his said Maze Stallworth, who
bigger and more syllabic coun- added 11 points. "That game is
terpart Tuesday night, and the a big blur to us. A lot of us don't
Fagles never trailed during a 58- remember that game — or don't
43 victory over Alabama State want to remember that game.
that opened the NCAA tourna- It's great to play them one more
ment and ended a quarter-cen- time on a neutral court."
Alabama State (22-10) hoped
tury of futility for Morehead
to set the tone defensively
State.
"For every fan out there, this is behind shot blocker Grlenntys
for you," said Faried, who had 14 Chief Kickingstallionsims It, a
points and 21 rebounds. "Even 7-foot-1 center whose reach is
for those in the last 25 years as long as his name. He swatwhen we haven't made it, this ted away three shots, but wasn't
much help where he was needed
one is for them."
Morehead (20-15) played its most — on the boards.
The Hornets could have used
way into a first-round rematch
on Friday with top-seeded a few more Chiefs.
Faried, the Ohio Valley
Louisville, another Kentucky
team that it knows well—maybe Conference's defensive player of
The Associated Press

the year, led a team that relies on
balance and rebounding to get
it done. Morehead State dominated the boards 50-27.
The senior center chose to
go to Morehead even though
he thought someone was playing a joke on him the first time
he heard the school wanted to
recruit him.
"I'm from northern New lersey,
and to hear about Morehead —
that was amazing," Faried said.
"I thought it was a pretty funny
name, that they were playing
around with me. I didn't know
who they were."
Andrew Hayles scored 14
points for Alabama State, which
shot only 31 percent in addition
to getting outrebounded.
"They crashed the boards hard,"
guard Brandon Brooks said. "We
just didn't play our game tonight.
We came out timid. We should
have come out like we wanted
to win this game, and we didn't.
The better team won."
Both teams shot so poorly
that fans at the crowd of 11,346
at University of Dayton Arena
— the largest for an NCAA opening-round game — resorted to
doing the wave in the second
half. Morehead couldn't bring
the fans to their feet, but did
enough to move along to anoth
cr game in Dayton.
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JUST FINE: After controversy plagued the end o( his college career. OJ. Mayo has found peace in a great to I

Mayo rebounding, doing well in Memphis
By Teresa Walker

the City of Angels offers.

The Associated Pres1.

But this is Memphis, aboul as
far away from the .NBAs bright
MEMPHIS, lenn. - OJ. Mayo lights as you can get these days
decides to walk the block over to — and still be in the league I he
BealeStreetfromthel'cdKxIorum Grizzlies had just IT wins, only
after a recent Grizzlies' practice, three more than league-worst
the destination is a restaurant Sacramento going into yester
that's quickly become one of his days games.
"It's not high expectations you
favorites.
Mayo leaves his dark blue know." Mayo said. "I he city
MercedesCLS550 parked in from understands we're a young team,
of the arena, and strolls Into the we're still trying to gel better, I he
Blues City Cafe, across from B.H. city enjoys our young team and
kind's ptace. Wealing sweats, the enjoys our talent, looks forward to
(i-foot-I NBA rookie of the year watching us grow as a team and
candidate orders lunch a half get better throughout the year-.
"When we go out, they show us
slab of ribs, some fried shrimp
and sweet tea to wash it down.
all respect."
On his way out of the Blues I n \
No paparazzi. No celebrity
treatment, lust a man and his Cafe, a young man asks Mayo
ribs,
to |>ose for a quick photo. At the
"It's been the most relaxed street comer, two older men call
and ... comfortable I've been out his name and run up for a
since maybe the fifth or sixth handshake and a brotherly hug
grade," said Mayo, who spent Mayo pauses to talk for a minute,
part of a typical off day with The smiles and obliges with the hug
Associated Press recently.
before moving on his way.
Yes. this is that OJ. Mayo — you
Mayo is the present — anil
remember, the brash teenager future— face of the (Irizzlies. I lr
who called Southern California feels no pressure, his even mine
as a high schrxJ phenom so he has been scrutinized since he
could play in LOS Angeles ami was 13. But this Southern town,
reap the marketing opportunities Mayo has been in relative obscu-

rity nationally — and he is flour
ishing.
On the court, he lias earned
the fans' respect He has started
every game this s<'.isc ii i.ii id is the

Grizzlies'top scorer. He also is the
NBAs top scoring rookie, averag
ing IH.7 points pel game, and is
playing more minim's than am
other first-year player i lie L'lti
pound guard ranks Kith in the

\B.\ in minutes played per game.
Off the court the biggest attrai
tions here are GraceJand I Ivis
Presley'soldhome the National
Civil Bights Museum that slaiulwherc Martin Luther King was
murdered in 1968, barbecue and

the Mississippi Hiu'r. Hie closest Hollywood is the Mississippi
late dial sen,', lucd pickles, and
Mayo already lias figured out the
side streets to avoid accidents
between the arena and his new
home.
With his soulful brown ej»
and slight beard. Ma\o is a gu\
people have been watching —
and wanting a piece cil since he
commuted hack and forth across
the West \ iigina/kcniucky stale
line to play high school ball in
the bluegrass state as a seventh

grader.

Editor Applications
Now being accepted by the University Board of
Student Publications for the following positions:

BG News Editor
Summer 2009

BG News Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year

The Gavel Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year

The Key magazine Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year

The Obsidian Editor
2009-2010 Academic Year
Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall.
Applications due: 5pm Friday, March 20 in 204 West Hall.
Interviews will be Friday, March 27.
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Morehead State B

WINNING TEAM WILL BE THE 16TH SEED
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VCU
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DETROIT
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JSC
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Michigan State
Robert Morris

Minnesota IE
Duke I
Binghamtonj

>

Connecticut

North Carolina!

Chattaneega

Radford
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LSU

Q

I Texas A&M

Purdue

Illinois

Northern Iowa

'.'vesle-r. Kentucky I

D

Washington
Mississippi State

rC

WEST

SOUTH

GLENDALE, AZ

MEMPHIS, TN

| Marquette
Utah State

Butler!

Gonzaga|
FRIDAY

Akron!

Arizona State m

>

T
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J

Name

Missouri
Cornell

California
M Maryland
| Memphis
| Cal State Northndge ,

Syracuse|

Phone #

Steven F. Austin I

Clemsonl
Michigan
Oklahoma!
Morgan State|
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Ib enter the .BG News NCAA Tournament Pick'em Contest

WIN!

Turn your entry into the BG News Sports
Department at 210 West Hall by noon on Thursday.
Make sure to include your name & phone number,
so we can call you if you win!

MECCA

simply pick the teams you think will advance in the llrsi round.
A correctly picked game in the llrsi round will gel you a point,
followed by two poinls in the second round, four in the third round, etc...
Choosing ihe correct winner will get you 32 points. In the event of a tie, those in
contention will be contacted prior to the chmpionship game to make a guess at
the combined score of the teams.

Compliments of:

AI - MAR
COLONIAL LANES
to Game Party with shoes
($60.00 Value]

W:

PiPAJOHls
S free 1 lopping Pizzas
($49.95 Value)

UNIVERSITY

bookstore

.'! loot Parts Sub
($39.95 Value)

BGSU Sweatshirt
($4(>.()0\alue

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

OPENINGS STILL AVAILABLE FOR FALL LEAGUES!

CJ'S SPORTS BAR AND GRILLE

meccabg.com

ALL YOU CAN CAT RIBS FRIDAY NIGHTS

BUY 2 GAMES AND WE WILL PAY FOR
THE THIRD GAME WITH THIS AD/
HOME OF BGSU FALCON BOWLING TEAM

WAL-MART

;

$10 OFF

12 4N.MainS,.,WoodlandMall
4,9
3S2 7279

\

3 3 fOOt Party Sub

131 W.Gypsy lane Rd., Wat Mart
419-353-1630

M «« •
_ 5?L '

J

' "

»«~ aiRwnv

SMVM«

...

l9UDWWHM
fVDWVPmW lllW.GypiylawM
,,i,.m.»,..,„--„»,
., o!l"i
4/121)9
no* valid *it« any olhet
i ■

.■ '!.'■-r. gum .1

& Shamrock Village «fc
(.on do in i it itis • SIOIJIL'C • Si IHI ios

BGSU Staff and Coaches check out
Shamrock Village Condominiums
and Townhomes

Washer and dryer hook up
Pet Friendly
1 or 2 Bedroom
Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Fireplace, Central air. Lawn Care
SHAMROCKBG.COM or email: info@shamrockbg.com

Students check out Shamrock Stu dios
Starting at 5425/mont
Summer, semester, or year
leases
Laundry facilities
Free High Speed Wireless
i

'

Stove, fridge, microwave, 25" TV
Includes cable, gas, electric, water
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished
Storage available, rented by the month!

1724 EAST WOOSTER ST • 419-354-0070

V
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2009 NCAA Division I Women's Basketball Champ
First Round

Second Round

Regionals

National Semifinals

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

MARCH MADNESS

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

WIN!

Turn your entry into the BG News Sports
Department at 210 West Hall by noon on Thursday.
Make sure to include your name & phone number,
so we can call you if you win!

Wednesday. March 18.2009 11

To enter the H(i News NCMTburnament Pick'em Contest
simply pick the teams you think will advance in the first round.
A correctly picked game in the first round will gel you a point,
Followed by two points in the second round, lour in the third round, etc...
Choosing the correct winner will get you 32 points. In the event of a tie, those in
contention will be contacted prior to the chinpionship game to make a guess al
the comhined score of the teams.

Compliments of:

AL-MAR
COLONIAL LANES
it) Game Party with shoe.
($60.00 Value

SIB

UNIVERSITY

bookstore

."> Free 1 Topping Pizzas
($49.95 Value)

lit,si I Sweatshin
($40.00 Value)

.! loot Party Sub
($39.95 Value)

1055 N Main St.

LOOK FOR YOUR

FREE I
Key Magazine
a I most li(. News stands

next week

(419)373-9882

SUMMERSETT

(419)352-4644

Paint &

U-HAUL

Trucks

FACULTY PROFILES
GREEK AFFAIRS
MAIOR NEWS EVENTS

Guaranteed
Reservation

THE YEAR IN REVIEW

\

Boxes

/Right Equipment
/Right Location
Right on Time

iGSU SPORTS EXCLUSIVES
STUDENT SPOTLIGHTS

| Trailers

AS AGREED OR

You Get '50

SENIOR PHOTOS

Squeakers
Tvtt:

Meat-Free Samples
Live Entertainment
Vegetarian Starter Kits
Huge Sales event!

Squeakers
Vegetarian Cafe & Health Food Store
175 N. Main St. Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Mon-Sat 10-9pm, Sun ll-8pm

Ph: 419-354-7000

Kicking the Meat habit will greatly
reduce your risk of heart disease,
stroke, cancer, and other chronic
diseases thut kill 1.3 million
americans annually.
Feeling sluggish?
Ready to lose a few pounds?
Concerned about your long term health?
Then join us for....
The Great American Meatout!
Saturday, March 21st.
^.^
Noon to 5pm.
^U
JOIN'US1

Make us your FIRST CHOICE ana find your FIRST CHOICE;
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
2009-2010

STOP

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good locations]

pick up the

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

New Listings!

Ml E. Woostcr Street, Bowlinf Green, OH

by our office &

I in .ili il Across from THCO Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE i4l«i .154-2260

Hour* Moadaj to Frktaj S:.<n- to Si30 • Satarda) - X:.W) to 5KM
» u w.johnni'u lov crt'ultslaH'.com

353-PAPA
826 s Majn
I L-/-LL'/_TJ, LiTLT_LV-!^
TT~~
"
7
• Open Late I ntil 3am!!
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Fridav &

Saturday

$12.00
2 Medium Pizzas

Add
Breadsticks
for only

$3

with 1-topping each

All Major Credit Cards Jt BGlCard Accepted

M^igia

M&MW rSf§12M0@]
UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE £r
UNIVERSITY
Bring in this Ad
& teceive a FREE
COURTS
Basketball for joining
our team!

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts.

the upset- Come be on our
team sign a lease the month
of March and score when
you only pay a $300.00
Security Deposit when you
sign a lease with us. This
is a savings of $200.00.

Heat & Cable Included

UNIVERSITY COURTS
1&2 bedrooms lot maluie students
Quiet and cozy environment
Furnished Available.
Heat & Cable Included
One Block South ofWooster 1520 Clough Street

Fans of University Village & University Courts wait every year for the
tradition - the excitment- and

*19«352 • 0164 «** univeisityapartmenls os

March Madness!
Duplexes/Houses For Rent
217 S. College
534 S. College
532 Elm St #A & #B
734 Elm St

,

433 N Enterprise
123 E. Merry
127 E. Merry
233 W. Merry ,

$R99
(Plus tax)

NEWL°VE
Rentals
33? S Main {our only office) I 419-352-5620 I www.newloverentals com

I

Pick Any Chicken Entree
Small Chips & Choice of Salsa
Regular Fountain Drink

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 1129 S. Main St. | 419.353.7200 | www.qdoba.com
MtXlCAN GRILL

No me* «iDMiiuin""
MM*" GrU' M* n0BU<M irrtwrti Of Ma QdoM NMMW: f n-paMion C-7009

• -*lm' QMtot and *

NATION
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Former fugitive and radical
released on probation after
serving seven years in prison
By Don Thompson

Jane Olson

The Associated Press

Former 1970s

CHOWCHII.IA, Calif. — Sara
lane Olson, the 1970s radical
who assumed a new Identity as
a Minnesota housewife while
spending a quartet century as
a fugitive, was released from
prison yesterday, a corrections
spokeswoman said.
Olson, til!, was freed just after
midnight from the Central
California Women's Facility in
Chowchilla. in the heart of the
state's farm country about 150
miles southeast ofSanFrandsco,
said corrections spokeswoman
Terry Thornton.
Thornton said two parole
agents picked Olson up and
took her to an office in Madera
County, where she was processed and released to her
husband, Dr. Gerald "Fred"
Peterson.
Olson served seven years
— half her sentence — aftei
pleading guilty to placing pipe
bombs under I OS Angeles Police
Department patrol cars and
participating in the deadly robbery of a bank in a Sacramento
Suburb. The crimes took place
while she was a member of the
Symhionese Liberation Army,
most notorious for kidnapping
newspaper heiress Patty Hearst.
She was released by mistake
a year ago after California cur
rections officials miscalculated
her parole dale, joining her fam-

Ufc

The Daily Crossword Fix
419-372-6977
I rW I*' ■ NiWi will nol knowingly
,u< ,pi ■dvwtl—lmntt ihnl (tl*crlmlimit', or I'lH-ouruKr ilfsiiiinlnuliiin
UIMIIINI :»nv unliMiiu.il ui K'""P •"!
ihr II.IMN ui race, m color, crvad.
rallglon, national origin, MOttl art*

revelers took a break from worries about the global economy to
enjoy a day of shamrock-themed
frivolity, dyeing city fountains
green, taking icy ocean plunges
and crowding sidewalks along
parade routes to see and be seen.
Organizers predicted 200.000
participants — and as many
spectators — would be along
New York's Fifth Avenue for the
city's248th annual march.
At his Manhattan pub, Ciaran
Staunton served up an over-thetop Irish breakfast — sausages,
bacon, black and white pudding,
home fries, fried tomatoes, and
baked beans.
The Ireland native says he
planned to take a break to march
in the parade with his wife,

ily for five days before she was
re arrested. Authorities now say
she has served the proper seven-

Summer Job & Internship Fair
Thursday. March 19, 11am- 3pm
Student Union Ballroom

year sentence
There was no immediate indication when Olson would head
back to St. Paul, Minn., where
she lived during her years as a
fugitive. She was expected to
first return to Palmdale, where
her mother lives.
Critics, including police protective leagues in Los Angeles
and Minnesota, had urged
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
to have Olson serve her time
in California They said Olson
should finish her parole where
her crimes were committed.
"It is not enough to simply
send her off to another state and
hope for the best." I.os Angeles
Police
Protective
League
President Paul Weber said in a
statement issued yesterday. "It
was a California mother of four
she was convicted of murdering.
It was Los Angeles police officers she attempted to blow up.
We continue to believe that the
community she targeted with
her crimes retains the right to
ensure she complies with the
terms of her parole."

Roe Automotive and
Transmission Repair, best rate.
quality ASE cert repair, student
discounts avail Call 419-601-2478

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com
42 participants wanted lo join BG
Weight Loss Challange! 12 week
nutritional program. Iree prizes
Cash SS awarded to winners!
Call lo pre-register at 419-601-5179
Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791
High energy sitter needed in Perrysburg home, all day position, M-Th
Call 419-467-2783
Own a Computer? Put it to Work!
$25-$75<hr, PT/FT, Free into.
wwwearnincomenow.com/lgreen

Wait stall Fri & Sat. Naslada Bistro.
apply in person at 182 S. Main St.
no phone calls please

"09-10 SY few remaining houses.
1 Irg house left. 8 allowed on lease,
promo 50' HD TV flat screen w/ hse.
new hardwood floor. 2 blks campus.
cartyrentals com. 419-353-0325
1 & 2 BR apts. quiet Sign up now for
tall. saveuptoS1200.
Susan- 419-841-9816. 419-345-4768
1 BR apt close to campus.
$395/mo . electric, pet friendly.
Avail now S Aug. call 419-708-9981
1 room efficiency apl.
S290/mo, avail 5/15.
call 419-601-3225
12 month leases starting May 2009.
841 3rd - 3BR duplex. S945 + util,
453 S Prospect A -3BR duplex
$690/mo * utilities.
420 S College - 3BR house
S700/mo * utilities,
849 6th C - 1BR, S330/mo + util,
322 E Court #2 -1BR, S430 incl. util.
Smith Apt Rentals
www bgapartments com
419-352-8917
2 BR furn. 12 month or 1 yr lease.
S510/mo incl. heat, water, sewer,
gas S cable. Call 419-494-8208
2 roommates needed, 3 BR 2 bath
house near campus S385/mo. incl
util. cable & internet 419-419-9029.

LaPlant in Mannette County Circuit Court
in Marinetle. Wis

tional homicide and one count
of second-degree sexual assault.
I le pleaded no contest.
He sits in solitary confinement awaiting his mandatory
life sentence on May 21. He
doesn't expect the judge to give
him a chance for parole.
lohnson won't apologize to
the victims' families. "I don't
care what they think," he said.

-£.

RMtrictiora Apply"
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Reliable information on all options
Supportive and professional.
441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5) Fri (10-1)
Please call tor an appointment

3 BR house, 404 S College
S600/mo plus util.
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850.

3BR units. 1/yr leases,
avail May-Aug 09,
Scott Hamilton & 5th St. also
2 BR apts. 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09.4th St Pets allowed.
S500/mo *gas & elec 419-409-1110.

Basement Apr. Near Campus
S350/mo. util incl
Call 419-352-5882

426 E. Wooster. Large 3 BR apt,
great location! Avail Fall 2009
S950/mo, util. incl. call 419-352-5882
426 E. Wooster. Lg. 1 Bdrm,
avail Fall 2009, S475/mo, utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882
Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR, each w/ priv bath S entrance
Close to campus, Sl050/mo + elec.
Call 419-708-9981.
Avail, summer &/or 1st semester
only, see Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
HOUSES - REDUCED PRICES
May Lease
2 Orchard Circle.
1 /2 blck from campus, near windmill.
4 BR, 2 bath, S990/mo, good cond
August 2009 Leases
227 S College. 3 BR, 1 bath,
S975/mo. good condition
129B S College. 1/2 block from
campus, 1 BR. 1 bath, $375/mo.
Call 419-352-6064 or go to
www.froboserentals com

VILLAGE

AIR CONDITIONING
HEAT/GAS INCLUDED
(HOT WATER, & COOKING)

DISHWASHERS » DISPOSALS

-Alc.il. SUUAlIt
AMKIMCNTt

J

MINUTES FROM BGSU

UPDATED KITCHEN
WITH OAK CABINETS

-FREE HEA1

N

□ ' ^: t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 f£>
Now Open Saturday 10-3 &7~

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

Very nice 3BR house w/ W/D & D/W
max 3 people, service pels accepted
S675/mo + util. call 419-601-0781

DiBENEDETTO
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT AUCTION
Mon., Mar. 23, 2009
12:30 P.M.
Location: 1432 East Wooster St. BOWLING GREEN, Ohio
WATCH FOR AUCTION SIGNS!
SELLS FIRST - MOTORCYCLE - SELLS FIRST!
2000 KTM 400 SXC Motorcycle, Showing 1,000 Miles.
GOOD CONDITION!

EQUIPMENT
U. S. COOLER Stainless Steel Walk-in Cooler/Freezer Combination
(Freezer in Back, Cooler in Front) (10'Wx10'D); NU-VU Model COP-36
Stainless Steel Circulating Steam Air Oven. 50 Amp on Top. 45 Amp
on
Bottom, 120V; TRUE Stainless Steel Refrigerated Pizza
Press Table on Casters (93-1/2"Lx35"Wx36"H); DUKE AEROHOT
Model 304M Stainless Steel Gas Food Warmer. Eight Pot Capacity
(58"Lx30-Wx33"H); Stainless Steel Top Prep Table (72"Lx30"Wx351/2"H); Stainless Steel Three-Section Sink w/ Drainboard (95"Lx24"D);
Stainless Steel Vegetable Sink |23"Lx24"W w/ 17"D Sink); Spare Motor
for Air Oven (New-Still in Box); Misc. Shelving: ROBOT COUPE Model
455-013 Polished Cast Aluminum Continuous Feed Food Processor;
2 - BUNN Coffee Makers; AMANA Microwave; Dinnerware - Cups,
Saucers. Bowls & Plates; Cutlery; Mop Bucket.

FURNITURE
12/Booths for Four (24"x40~); 5/Booths for Two (24"x24"|; Booth
Partitions (63"Lx36"H); 2 - Tables (63"Lx23-1/2"W); 10/Wood Chairs;
Formica Top Cabinet w/ Three Doors; Pecan Credenza w/ Lower
Shelf; Glass Showcase w/ Lights (48"Lx22"Wx38"H); Formica Top
Cube Stand; Portable Room Divider (72"Hx48"W); 2/Canvas Awnings:
5/Ceiling Light Fixtures w/ Fans; SAUDER Computer Work Station:
Swivel Office Chair; Misc. Office Supplies; Metal Utility Cupboard.

HOUSEHOLD
Cherry Twin Headboard: Cherry End Table; Oak Bookstand; Woven &
Metal Decorative Baskets; Light Fixtures (Covers Only); Ceramic Canister Set; A VARIETY OF ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.

INSPECTION DATE

LAUNDRY FACILITIES
IN ALL BUILDINGS

SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 12:00 (Noon) - 4:00 P. M.

AMPLE PARKING/CARPORTS

AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Parking will be available behind the restaurant.
All items must be removed 24 hours after the auction. This is nof a Going Out of Business Auction - DiBenedetto's will be re-locating to 121
South Main Street.

24 HOUR MAINTENANCE
UPDATED BATHROOMS
REASONABLY PRICEDI

TERMS: Cash, or good check (with proper I. D), day of
auction; no goods removed until settled for.
NO BUYER'S PREMIUM!

(419) 352-6335
300 NAPOIEAN ROAD
BOWLING GPftN OHIO 4340?
ftGVIUAGE9GERDENlCH.COM

If you love children and want a caring, fun environment
we need counselors, program directors and other staff
from June 21 lo August 17. 2008.

2Bdrm.,2Full8ath,C/A

OWNERS:
Ralph & Ramona DiBenedetto

AUCTIONEERS:
N. Keith Bradley, C. A. I.
Bill Davies
Rick Franks, Apprentice Auctioneer
1037 North Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone: 419/352-3268
Auction Hotline: 1-800-228-7510
Web site: www.wcnet.org/-kbradley or
www.au6tionzip.com

Shuttle stop across the strict
S535/month Full Year Lease

INTERVIEWS ON ASU'S'TEMPE'C'A'MPUS'FEBRUARY'SIH

For Rental Information:

Select the camp that selects the best staff!

Food Available by Susie's.

Call 1.215.944.3069*
or apply online at www.campwaynegirls.com

Member of The Better Business Bureau.

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowlinggreen-apts.com
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For Rent

Have the summer of your life in Northeast Pennsylvania!

•\

Che from Argentina
Exhale forcefully
Neighbor of China
Eat away
Trudge
Capital of Italia
Type of sch.
Look sullen
Inning sixths
Very small
SHO rival
_ mot (witticism)

For Rent

A

*jK.

Prickly. Scottish shrub
NYC arena
Slugger's stat
Started to branch out
Rope on the range
Whence Zeno
Quickly!
B.C. or P.E.I.
Hawaiian dish
Thunderous
Take a dive?
Potent beginning
Tucked in for the night
Overwhelming defeats
Art movement
Easy gait
Squirmy

41
44
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
56
57

For Rent

CAMP WAYNE/'/ GIRLS

^ 419-352-7691 BHO£

41
42
43
44
45
47
48
50
51
54
55
58
59
60
61
62
63

Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
1
Adoption Information
1
Limited Ultrasounds
i Material Assistance

WATER/TRASH INCLUDED

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
■Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

Johnson coolers with Attorney Carrie

5

i

12
13
18
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
34
35
37
40

Sobbed
Shaft between wheels
Naturalist Fossey
TVTarzan
Solid truth
Nene, for one
Burden
Hideaway
Pharisee nval
Make work
Compete in a steeplechase?
French girlfriend
Author Ayn
Sitanst Shankar
Fascinated by
Bit of info
Meat pastes
Burst of activity
Works hard
Race on earth?
Job extras
Washer cycle
Tacked on
Craze
Valerie Harper sitcom
Partial sum
Darn!

i
|
|
>

PEI FRIENDLY COMMUNITY

On selected floor plans

WISCONSIN SHOOTING: Scott

Reduced Rent

3/31/09.*

Walker in water
Deities
Open some
Napoleon, for a time
SSS classification
King novel,"_ Key"
Golf?
Idi ol Uganda
Commandment number
Bonny gal
Swooped
Swoop
Gorda. FL
Low, foglike clouds
Formal agreement
Lingerie item
Peevish
Small traveler in space
Japanese ethnic group
Hindu garment: var.
Bridge holding
Sure things

7 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $599!

DlCIt GERHARD

Winter Special:
*L
♦I

it. if vou movie in before

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
24
25
26
29
30
33
34
36
37
38
39

From Only $499!
2 Bedroom Apartments

*'
ajfe Near BGSL. private afc.
patio/entrance, extra ^
yf" storage, pets welcome *T
■ft short-term leases avail, ft
* No Security Deposit *

^

ACROSS

11 Great Reasons
for Checking Us Out!

On selected floor plans

* 1 Bdrms./Studios fr

I

■

For Rent

By Dintsh Ramde

#IVYW00DAPTS.t

1

,.

I

I
■
I

Ia

-

I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Center,

PT positions avail, tor shift manager.
delivery, grill & cold sandwich prep
Apply M-F. 2-7pm at Mr Spots.
125 E Court, BG.

liven with all the revelry, he
said his thoughts drifted to his
unemployed nephews in Ireland
— an unemployed carpenter,
bricklayer and electrician who
helped push Ireland's jobless rate
past 10 percent.
"The economy's in shreds in
Ireland," said the 45-year-old
pub owner. "People are being
laid off as we speak. Usually
with massive unemployment
in Ireland, there's more immigration to the U.S."
Other cities and (owns around
the nation honored Ireland with
their own signature celebrations.
In Portland, Maine, 75 people greeted the day with an icy
plunge in the Atlantic Ocean,
charging into the 37-degree
water at the city's East End
Beach — and celebrating with
a Guinness afterward.

/f
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■

Services Offered

The Associated Press
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Campus Events

Killer pleads no contest, faces life

MILWAUKEE — The unemployed Army veteran who shot
and killed three teenage swimmers last summer is so indifferent to his killing spree that he
compares it to spilling a glass of
milk.
"Do you get all upset about it?
No, you just clean it up and get
another glass of milk." Scott I.
Johnson, 38. told The Associated
Press recently by phone from the
Marinctte County Jail. "It might
sound sick or sadistic to come off
that way but that's pretty much
it"
Thekillingsonthe WisconsinMichigan line were "very easy
to do," he said, adding that he
wouldn't mind if Wisconsin had
the death penalty. It doesn't, but
if it did, lohnson said, he "would
go quietly."
He was convicted of three
counts of first-degree intentional homicide, six counts of
attempted first-degree inten-
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Citizens take break from economy
worries to turn the Big Apple green
By Vcrcnj Dobnik
The Associated Press
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